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ISSUES MANAGEMENT - Internet in environmental scanning.

A strategic weapon or just another fancy toy? (situation in Finland)

1. Introduction and background

W. Howard Chase, specialist on public relations first invented the concept of issues

management in 1976. Chase saw issues management as an ability to understand,

mobilize and coordinate all planningfunctions in a company under one target. The

target is to adjust the company's future with the future of public policy. After

Chase many researchers have been interested in the concept of issues management

as a part of effective public relations.

Environmental scanning and proactivity as parts of the concept of issues

management have very important role when working in industries like forest

industry or nuclear industry which always provoke discussion and awake feelings

of suspicion among citizens and environmental activist groups.

We are living in an ever-expanding information society and are able to get so much

information via Internet and other new computerized media that we could easily

drown under it. Information around us is expanding in an exponential fashion.

American research company called Input has estimated that there will be more than

200 million Internet users in the year 2000. In Finland there are 400 000 weekly

users and over 200 000 so called heavy users who surf the net at least twice a week.

Managing rising issues and to preventing them when possible is becoming more and

more important when turning into the next century. It is easy to have perfect

strategic plans in theory but reality is unfortunately often very different from

theoretical visions. Reality bites sometimes.
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Environmental activists use the Internet's communication possibilities atively E-

mail, www-pages, and different kinds of maillists and discussion forums (usenet )

are very cost-eff icient and fast ways to spread information all over the world. If the

activists use the net why wouldn't the people who are interested in the

activists'actions.

2. Objective of the study

The objective of the study is to find out how different international industrial

companies in Finland use the Internet as a tool in the environmental scanning

process and in issues management as well. Is Internet used at all in this respect?

Prime target is to find an easy way to monitor future developments via Internet and

in that sense be able to forecast the future issues and develop the process of issues

management. The study is descriptive and its purpose is not to shake walls but

realistically describe Internet's scanning possibilities in everyday life.

3. How was the study carried out?

Con-ununication managers in eight different Finnish companies were interviewed.

Main criteria for the selection of company were company's size, line of business

and level of internationality. All the companies work in industries that awake

grassroot activists interest from time to time. Three of the them were forest industry

companies (others: chemical, food, oil) that are typical Finnish companies which

deal with activism in a weekly basis.

Literature about the theme was examined - unfortunately there are no previous

studies on the subject so the before-Internet-time-communication-theories were

applicated in the framework of Internet.

4. Results in brief

Issues management and environmental scanning are parts of an organisation's

strategic planning. Strategic plans are not available even for academic researchers

unless the results of the study are kept secret. The level of the results of this study
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is therefore practical and simplistic. This chapter tells briefly some of the results

gained from research. It seems that at least big forest companies use Internet a lot

but because of the strategic matters involved they did not reveal all their scanning

details.

In general it seems that communication managers in Finland don't yet use all the

available possibilities that the Internet can offer to the process of environmental

scarming. Internet is still quite a new too]. Traditional information gathering

techniques are still more appreciated, for instance personal contacts with

environmental activists are highly valued and a common way to get infon-nation

about the future events. The culture of environmental activism in Finland has

moved towards quite an open direction recently. Activists can call the

companies'information personnel to let them know that they are going to

demonstrate in the backyard of a company and invite international press to film the

show - the actions are open. There are some militant groups, however, that operate

differently and hints about their actions and current discussion are available in the

Internet. Possibility to follow realtime discussions was seen as a definate advantage

of the new medium.

Most of the interviewed communication managers use Internet daily for getting

some specific information about specific topics but this is more library-like use

than actual monitoring. No-one denied, though, that it is or at least will'be more

important to follow the Internet's information supply more systematically in the

future.

4.1 Bought services need resources

Big forest industry companies in Finland buy extensive information scanning

services that explore also the Internet (deep-sea-surfing- way) as a part of the other

available information sources. These services follow the usenet discussion forums as

well. The target for monitoring is the whole world because these companies operate

around the globe. The scanner company provides an extensive report which names

rising issues and hot topics in different parts of the world at least four times a year.

This information is reflected to the situation in Finland. Bought services of this

magnitude are quite expensive% but companies have found them very useful.
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Unfortunately these kind of scanning services are perhaps not available for middle

size companies due to their high price.

4.2 Usenet groups

It is important to follow the usenet discussion groups at least in Finland that is a

"heavy user country" as part of other infon-nation sources. Especially environmental

discussion groups have often very useful information. Some militant environmental

groups send messages about their actions via usenet groups and activate other

people to participate. Usenet channels offer proactive information. Proactive

information is information about future developments and future trends in the long

run that help the organisations to act proactively - to actbefore something actually

happens.

It is possible to gather information and get weak signals about items which need

proactive response via usenet-groups following. To ease the information flow one

can use different kinds of research engines to gather information for oneself. One

can tell the engine a keyword and the engine searches all messages written about the

topic for at least a two-month-period of time. These are especially helpful for

proactive information needs and long-term trend monitoring.

Following engines are easy to use:

* DejaNews (http://www.dejanews.com./)

*Reference.com (http://www.reference.com/)

* Tile.net (http://www.tile.net/)

just to mention: for instance in September about one third of the all environmental

discussion forums' topics concerned nuclear energy or alternative energy forms.

4.3 News in the net

Internet offers good supply of realtime news (for example CNN). Some news

services offer the possibility to personalize a news page especially for your needs.

You can for instance follow only sport news or only news about economy. Today the

news via net is used by interviewed communication managers only as one
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additional part of news flow following. How the process develops in the future

remains to be seen.

5. Internet as part of Posiva's interest group communication

To be able to offer information to the important publics of the rganisation is an

important part of issues management and issues communication.

As a corrununication channel Internet has following advantages:

- cost-effectiveness, savings in a cost of publications

- time -efficiency: more profitable use of time

- universal usage

- possibility to two-way ordine communication, feedback is instant

Posiva Oy as a company working in nuclear waste management has very different

kinds of publics to communicate with. Via Internet different publics could be

reached and information produced to meet publics' specific needs.

Posiva has therefore developed an Internet communication strategy to be able to

target messages to different publics' needs. One important group which needs

detailed and well-updated information are Finnish decisionmakers. An extensive

information package will be produced to them in order to serv their needs.

In Internet an actual network can be created. Posiva' s ambitious goal is to create a

kind of a specialist rim network so that interested publics could direct their

questions directly to the people who have the needed knowledge to answer the

questions. This would really add value to other communication affairs and

actualize the meaning of two-way communication.

6. Something to add (but in smaller fontsize)

After writing a couple of pages in praise of Internet I feel that I could and should mention

some of the problems of the net. There is still quite restricted access to the Internet: for

instance only between 13%-1.6% of Spaniards have access to the Internet 1996), the speed of

telephone lines and the velocity of modems influence communication, there are still some
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problems with security (such as password access), if the updating possibility will be taken

care of effciently the labour for doing this is newer complete.
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